[Treatment results of small cell lung cancer: referring to the clinical value of BAI combined with radiotherapy].
Results of 65 cases of small cell lung cancer (SCLC) treated from Jan. 1981 to May 1991 were reviewed. There were 58 male and 7 female patients and their age was ranging from 37 to 86 (mean 65). There were 41 limited disease (LD) and 24 extensive disease (ED) cases. According to TNM (UICC 1987) staging system, there were 2 cases of stage I, 4 of stage II, 9 of stage III A, 28 of stage III B and 22 of stage IV. Among 65 cases, 60 cases received radiotherapy and 55 cases of them received radiotherapy for primary site. There were 29 cases received radiotherapy combined with BAI (bronchial artery infusion) and 20 cases received systemic chemotherapy. On survival, the 2-year survival rate was 26% and MST was 13 months in LD patients (n = 41). No 2-year survivors were seen in ED patients and MST was 10 months. Tumor response of primary site was as follows. In systemic chemotherapy group, CR 35%, PR 59%, NC 6% and PD 0% before radiotherapy and CR 59% after radiotherapy were obtained. In BAI group (including BAI + systemic chemotherapy), CR 6% and PR 88% before radiotherapy in BAI group. BAI did not seem to improve response rate compared to systemic chemotherapy. On survival, BAI group did not show significant better survival compared to BAI (-) group in LD cases (n = 31). In responders (evaluable LD cases, n = 24), the MSTs were 25 months in CR cases and 13 months in PR cases. No 2-year survivors were seen in PR cases.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)